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Reading Reading 
WorkshopWorkshop

In the classroom, In the classroom, 
reading instruction takes reading instruction takes 
place in a place in a ““Reading Workshop,Reading Workshop,””
during which students read a variety of selfduring which students read a variety of self--
selected and teacher selected texts for selected and teacher selected texts for 
extended periods. They construct meaning extended periods. They construct meaning 
and make personal and textual connections as and make personal and textual connections as 
they learn from and about reading.  Students they learn from and about reading.  Students 
learn effective comprehension strategies learn effective comprehension strategies 
through focused lessons that they apply to through focused lessons that they apply to 
their readingtheir reading……
This guide is designed to help you extend This guide is designed to help you extend 
and reinforce these lessons at home.and reinforce these lessons at home.



Processing a Written  Processing a Written  
TextText……

““Systems of Strategic ActionsSystems of Strategic Actions””
As teachers, our primary focus is on facilitating a As teachers, our primary focus is on facilitating a 
variety of strategies through which  children can variety of strategies through which  children can 
process and understand text.  Understanding the process and understand text.  Understanding the 
reading process along with these reading process along with these ““strategic strategic 
actionsactions”” can help you extend these lessons and can help you extend these lessons and 
nurture your childnurture your child’’s reading development at home.s reading development at home.

The reading process takes place as readers  think The reading process takes place as readers  think 
WithinWithin, , AboutAbout and and BeyondBeyond a text.a text.

Here are some of the things readers doHere are some of the things readers do……



Thinking Thinking 
WithinWithin a Text:a Text:
ReadersReaders……

SolveSolve WordsWords……Use a range of strategies to take words apart Use a range of strategies to take words apart 
and understand what they mean.and understand what they mean.

Monitor andMonitor and CorrectCorrect……Ask: Does this sound right? Look Ask: Does this sound right? Look 
right? Make sense?right? Make sense?

Search for and UseSearch for and Use InformationInformation……Search for Search for 
and use information that supports understanding.and use information that supports understanding.

SummarizeSummarize……Put together and remember important Put together and remember important 
information, while disregarding the irrelevant.information, while disregarding the irrelevant.

Maintain FluencyMaintain Fluency……Read orally with smooth, phrased and Read orally with smooth, phrased and 
expressive reading.expressive reading.

AdjustAdjust……Read in different ways based on the purpose and type of Read in different ways based on the purpose and type of 
text.text.



Thinking Thinking Beyond Beyond 
a Text:a Text:

Readers..Readers..
PredictPredict…… Use what is known, combined with personal Use what is known, combined with personal 
experience in order to predict what will follow.experience in order to predict what will follow.

Make ConnectionsMake Connections…… ““ConnectConnect”” to a text using   to a text using   
knowledge gained through personalknowledge gained through personal
experiences, knowledge about the experiences, knowledge about the 
world around us and experience with world around us and experience with 
other texts.other texts.

InferInfer…… Go beyond the Go beyond the 
literal meaning to think about literal meaning to think about 
what is implied rather than statedwhat is implied rather than stated..

SynthesizeSynthesize……Put together information from the text with Put together information from the text with 
the readerthe reader’’s own experiences to create new understandings.s own experiences to create new understandings.



Thinking Thinking About About a Text:a Text:
ReadersReaders……

AnalyzeAnalyze……Examine the elements of a text to learn more Examine the elements of a text to learn more 
about how it is constructed and to notice aspects of the about how it is constructed and to notice aspects of the 
writerwriter’’s s ““craft.craft.””

CritiqueCritique……EvaluateEvaluate the text using personal, world or text     the text using personal, world or text     
knowledge, and think critically about the ideas within the book.knowledge, and think critically about the ideas within the book.



Amazing, isnAmazing, isn’’t it?t it?
This complex combination of This complex combination of 
processing strategies takes processing strategies takes 

place within our brains place within our brains 
simultaneously, whenever simultaneously, whenever 

we, as experienced we, as experienced 
readers, read.readers, read.

But, how can we But, how can we 
support our childrensupport our children

in helping them to develop in helping them to develop 
the skills it takes in order to the skills it takes in order to 

acquire this ability? acquire this ability? 



……By reminding them thatBy reminding them that……

Reading is thinking!Reading is thinking!
……By reading together with our children and By reading together with our children and 

discussing the books they read in discussing the books they read in 
meaningful ways, we can meaningful ways, we can 
provide them with subtle          provide them with subtle          Hmm…
guidance and an enjoyable guidance and an enjoyable 
reading experience whilereading experience while
nurturing their growthnurturing their growth
as readers.as readers.



LetLet’’s get starteds get started……
The slides that follow will provide you with valuable The slides that follow will provide you with valuable 
points of discussion that you can touch upon when points of discussion that you can touch upon when 
reading with your child, in order to support the reading with your child, in order to support the 
““strategic  actionsstrategic  actions”” outlined above. outlined above. 
A dialogue with your childA dialogue with your child’’s teacher s teacher 
can help you can help you ““zoom inzoom in”” on any on any 
particular areas in which particular areas in which 
your  child  could use extrayour  child  could use extra
support. These are just a support. These are just a 
few  suggestions, but any few  suggestions, but any 
openopen--endedended questions that encourage questions that encourage 
discussiondiscussion will help your child better will help your child better 
understand what is read. understand what is read. 



Thinking Thinking WithinWithin a Text:a Text:
While While reading togetherreading together, you can use the following , you can use the following 
strategies and/or pose the following questions to guide strategies and/or pose the following questions to guide 
your child inyour child in……
Solving WordsSolving Words

–– ““Look at the sounds/ break the Look at the sounds/ break the 
word into chunks/chop it in word into chunks/chop it in 
halfhalf……and try again.and try again.””

–– ““Cover the word up and see what Cover the word up and see what 
would make sense in that sentence.would make sense in that sentence.””

–– Can you look at the words around Can you look at the words around 
that word to help you figure out its that word to help you figure out its 
meaning?meaning?

Monitoring and Correcting:Monitoring and Correcting:
–– ““Did that sound/look right?Did that sound/look right?””
–– ““Try that word again.Try that word again.””
–– ““Did that make sense?Did that make sense?””

Searching for and Using Searching for and Using 
InformationInformation

–– Can the picture help you think about Can the picture help you think about 
the story?the story?

–– Ask your child to notice charactersAsk your child to notice characters’’
thoughts, words and actions to help thoughts, words and actions to help 
then understand character then understand character 
personalities.personalities.

SummarizingSummarizing
–– Tell me about what happened so Tell me about what happened so 

far in your book/this chapter.far in your book/this chapter.
–– Focus on who, what, where, when, Focus on who, what, where, when, 

why and how to help your child why and how to help your child 
leave out irrelevant information.leave out irrelevant information.

–– What is the problem in the story?What is the problem in the story?
Maintaining FluencyMaintaining Fluency
–– Read aloud frequently to your Read aloud frequently to your 

child, fluently and expressively,child, fluently and expressively,
to model fluent reading.to model fluent reading.

–– Encourage your child to use the Encourage your child to use the 
authorauthor’’s s ““hintshints”” –– punctuation, punctuation, 
italics, character emotions, etc. italics, character emotions, etc. 
to enhance their oral reading.to enhance their oral reading.

–– Have your child read a book aloud Have your child read a book aloud 
to you or a younger sibling daily.to you or a younger sibling daily.



Thinking Thinking Beyond Beyond a Text:a Text:
While While reading togetherreading together, you can use the following , you can use the following 
strategies and/or pose the following questions to guide strategies and/or pose the following questions to guide 
your child inyour child in……
Making ConnectionsMaking Connections
–– (Personal)(Personal)

““Does (character) he remind you of Does (character) he remind you of 
anyone?  Why?anyone?  Why?””
Encourage child to remember and Encourage child to remember and 
share a personal share a personal experienceexperience that that 
was similar to one in the book.was similar to one in the book.
““What would you do/how would you What would you do/how would you 
feel if you were her (character)?feel if you were her (character)?””

–– (World)(World)
““That really reminds me of That really reminds me of 
(something currently happening in (something currently happening in 
our world), how about you?our world), how about you?””

–– (Text)(Text)
Encourage your child to talk about Encourage your child to talk about 
other books (or even movies) that other books (or even movies) that 
remind of the one theyremind of the one they’’re reading.re reading.
““How is this alike (or different) How is this alike (or different) 
from another book youfrom another book you’’ve read?ve read?””

PredictingPredicting
–– What do you think will happen next? What do you think will happen next? 

Why?Why?
–– How do you think the character will How do you think the character will 

solve that problem? Why?solve that problem? Why?
–– (After story ends): What do you (After story ends): What do you 

think would happen next if there was think would happen next if there was 
another chapter? another chapter? 

InferringInferring
–– What do you think the author might What do you think the author might 

have meant by that?have meant by that?
–– What do you think he (character) What do you think he (character) 

might have been thinking when he might have been thinking when he 
(said/did) that?(said/did) that?

–– How/why do you think she How/why do you think she 
(character) changed?(character) changed?

SynthesizingSynthesizing
–– What would happen ifWhat would happen if……??
–– Can you see a possible solution toCan you see a possible solution to……??



Thinking Thinking About About a Text:a Text:
While While reading togetherreading together, you can use the following strategies , you can use the following strategies 
and/or pose the following questions to guide your child inand/or pose the following questions to guide your child in……

AnalyzingAnalyzing
–– Which events could have (or Which events could have (or 

could not have) happened?could not have) happened?
–– IfIf……had happened, how might the had happened, how might the 

story have ended differently?story have ended differently?
–– What was the turning point in What was the turning point in 

the story?the story?
–– How did the way the author How did the way the author 

wrote help you better wrote help you better 
understand the story?understand the story?

CritiquingCritiquing
–– Did (character) seem like a real Did (character) seem like a real 

person to you? Why/why not?person to you? Why/why not?
–– Do you think (friend, relative, Do you think (friend, relative, 

etc.) would like this book? etc.) would like this book? 
Why/why not?Why/why not?



……Of course, Of course, you wonyou won’’t want to t want to 
ask all of these questions each ask all of these questions each 
time you read with your child! time you read with your child! 
However, having them handy as However, having them handy as 
you sit down together will provide you sit down together will provide 
powerful points of discussion to powerful points of discussion to 
help enhance your childhelp enhance your child’’s skills.  s skills.  

Most importantly though, Most importantly though, 
enjoying a book together will help enjoying a book together will help 
to encourage a lifelong love of to encourage a lifelong love of 
readingreading……

Keep itKeep it conversational! conversational! 
Keep it positive!Keep it positive!

Keep it fun!Keep it fun!



Once again, as teachers, Once again, as teachers, 
our focus is on facilitating a our focus is on facilitating a 
variety of strategies variety of strategies 
through which  children can through which  children can 
process and understand process and understand 
text.  Understanding these text.  Understanding these 
““strategic actionsstrategic actions”” can help can help 
you extend these lessons you extend these lessons 
and nurture your childand nurture your child’’s s 
reading development at reading development at 
home.  home.  

If we work together, as If we work together, as 
partners in your childpartners in your child’’s s 
education, we can successeducation, we can success--
fully enrich your childfully enrich your child’’s s 
reading skills, leading to a reading skills, leading to a 
rich and enduring love for rich and enduring love for 
reading!reading!



Some suggested resourcesSome suggested resources……
From Your Child's Teacher : Helping Your Child Learn to Read, WrFrom Your Child's Teacher : Helping Your Child Learn to Read, Write ite 
and Speak (Paperback)and Speak (Paperback)
by by Robin BrightRobin Bright, , Lisa Lisa McMullinMcMullin, , David PlattDavid Platt

http://http://www.ed.gov/parents/read/resources/edpicks.jhtmlwww.ed.gov/parents/read/resources/edpicks.jhtml

http://http://www.parentingweb.com/dev_edu/improveread.htmwww.parentingweb.com/dev_edu/improveread.htm

http://http://www.readingrockets.orgwww.readingrockets.org


